ABSTRACT Recent years have witnessed the top performances of integrating multi-level features from the pre-trained convolutional neural network (CNN) into correlation filters framework. However, they still suffer from background interference in detection stage due to the large search region and contamination of training samples caused by inaccurate tracking. In this paper, to suppress the interference of background features in target detection stage, an effective spatial attention map (SAM) is proposed to differently weight the multi-hierarchical convolutional features from search region to obtain the attentional features. This way helps to reduce the filter values corresponding to background features. Moreover, we construct multiple elementary correlation filter (ECF) models on multi-hierarchical deep features from CNN to track the target in parallel. To further improve the tracking stability, a multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism is presented. The mechanism can adaptively choose the outputs of reliable ECF models for adaptive weighted fusion by evaluating the confidences of response maps generated by attentional features convolved with ECF models. Finally, to adapt the target appearance changes in the following frames and avoid model corruption, we propose an adaptive updating strategy for the updates of the SAM and ECF models. We perform comprehensive experiments on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 datasets and the experimental results show the superiority of our algorithm over other 12 state-of-the-art approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION A. BACKGROUND
Object tracking has attracted increasing interest in computer vision, and it is widely used in intelligent transportation, video surveillance, human-computer interaction, etc. In recent years, remarkable advances have been achieved in object tracking. However, in the actual tracking environment, the designs of high-performance tracking algorithms still face severe challenges owing to the influences of complex factors such as illumination changes, occlusion, scale variations and background clutter.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhenhua Guo. Effective and reliable modeling of target appearance is one of the keys to achieving robust and accurate visual tracking. For this reason, corresponding researchers have carried out extensive studies on both generative and discriminative methods. Generative methods [1] , [2] typically construct an appearance model for target and search for the most similar candidate with the reference model to predict target position. In contrast, discriminative methods [3] - [6] consider the tracking task as a binary problem and allow the trackers to distinguish target from the background. In particular, the correlation filter-based discriminative (DCF) methods have become increasingly prevalent in recent years. The trackers based on DCF can convert the calculation to frequency domain where the cyclic matrix can be diagonalized, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ which significantly improves the operation speed. The recent advances in performance of DCF based trackers are driven by using multi-dimensional feature representation [7] - [9] , multi-kernel tracking [10] , scale estimation [11] , [12] , spatial regularization [13] , [14] . With the emergence of convolutional neural networks (CNN) in the field of pattern classification [15] , [16] and object recognition [17] , the expression ability of convolutional features are being paid more and more attention by researchers. Several work [18] - [20] have applied the features from pre-trained CNN to the DCF framework in object tracking and have demonstrated excellent performance in recent years. Such algorithms learn different correlation filters on multi-hierarchical convolutional layers, and then fuse response maps of multi-level correlation filters into a stronger one by a coarse-to-fine way to predict target location.
B. MOTIVATION
The direct incorporation of deep features within the correlation filters framework has become a popular trend in recent years. The reason is that deep features have powerful discriminative ability, and the correlation filters framework can accelerate the target training and detection process. The performance of trackers can be greatly boosted with the help of them. Despite the effectiveness of these methods, there are some limitations for them. These approaches [18] - [20] utilize deep features to represent target but still follow the DCF paradigm. They usually crop a rectangular search region which is in proportional to the target box of previous frame for feature extraction. However, the large search region brings background informations in the detection stage and may cause the target response value weaker than that of the background. It adversely affects the accurate detection of targets. Nevertheless, a small search region may lead to the target cannot be detected due to fast motion. Recent approach [13] extends the search region and introduces the spatial regularization in training stage to penalize the background information. However, this method breaks the closed-form solution, which makes it difficult to optimize the objective function. Thus, it is imperative to find suitable methods for background suppression.
Another limitation of these methods [18] - [20] is that the target position is predicted by fusing response maps of multiple correlation filters. Generally, they give higher weights to the outputs of correlation filters based on deep features from higher layer because these features are sematic-aware. However, different types of deep features are expert at handling different challenging scenes and higher-level semantic features may fail in some sequences. It may lead to tracking drift or failure if all response maps are fused. Furthermore, the tracking error will contaminate the training samples and propagate to future frames by the online update. Hence, the reliability of these outputs need to be checked.
C. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
In this paper, we propose a spatially attentive visual tracking algorithm using multi-model adaptive response fusion to produce superior performance in tracking. In summary, the main contributions of our method are as follows:
(1) An effective spatial attention map (SAM) is proposed. It can form the attentional features by assigning different spatial weights to input hierarchical deep features from the search region. This allows us to identify potentially background features in advance and reduce the response values corresponding to features in the background, which is useful for precise localization.
(2) We propose a multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism. By utilizing Peak to Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) to measure the quality of response maps of elementary correlation filter (ECF) models, the mechanism can adaptively select the reliable ECF models for adaptive weighted fusion.
(3) In updating stage, we propose an adaptive updating strategy to update SAM and ECF models by considering the differences between the tracking results of multiple ECF models, which can prevent incorrect background information from contaminating the samples and adapt the rapidly changes of target appearance.
In our proposed approach, the validity of each contribution is verified. Besides, our tracker has remarkable performances compared with 12 state-of-the-art trackers on OTB-2013 [21] and OTB-2015 [22] datasets. The precision and success rate of our tracker are 93.4% and 71.1% on OTB-2013, respectively. While on OTB-2015, our tracker achieves 90.5% in precision and 68.3% in success rate.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review the tracking algorithms closely related to our work. The related work includes DCFbased tracking, CNN-based tracking, attention-based tracking and ensemble-based tracking.
A. DCF-BASED TRACKING
DCF-based tracking methods are widely used because of its excellent tracking performance and high efficiency. Minimum the output sum of squared error (MOSSE) algorithm [23] , proposed by Bolme et al. in 2010, firstly introduce correlation filters into visual tracking. The pioneering work used fast Fourier transformation (FFT) to transform the complex convolutional operation into element-wise multiplication in frequency domain, which can greatly improve the overall operation speed of algorithm. Henriques et al. proposed a circulant structure with kernel (CSK) [24] method which improves the MOSSE by introducing kernel function and circulant matrix. To further enhance the performance of DCF methods, multi-dimensional features are exploited in [7] and [8] to better represent the target, which significantly improves the tracking robustness. Sum of template and pixelwise learners (Staple) [25] combines the scores of correlation filter and color histogram model to predict the target, leading to the speed at 80 FPS. [11] and [12] are proposed to deal with scale variations of target by performing scale selection in a scale space. To cope with the unwanted boundary effect, spatial regularization which can make filters concentrate on the central region, is introduced in [13] . While the filters are trained by real background patches instead of shifted patches in [27] , which achieves superior accuracy. In our work, we construct multiple correlation filters in the similar way as [18] - [20] . However, we extract the deep features from CNN to learn filters instead of multi-dimensional handcrafted features.
B. CNN-BASED TRACKING
In visual tracking, the deep learning-based tracking approaches have better than the traditional methods in performance and have become a hot research. One straightforward way of integrating deep learning for tracking is that directly applying the deep features extracted from pretrained CNN model to the DCF framework, such as hierarchical convolutional features for tracking (HCF) [18] , hedged deep tracking (HDT) [20] , convolutional features for correlation filter (DeepSRDCF) [28] , learning continuous convolution operators (C-COT) [29] , efficient convolution operators (ECO) [30] . HCF and HDT learn the correlation filters on multiple convolutional layers and then fuse response maps of multiple layers to infer the target position. C-COT introduces continuous convolution operators to efficiently integrate the deep feature maps with multiresolution. ECO, based on C-COT, improves the performance by introducing dimension reduction mechanism. Recently, end-to-end learning methods are introduced to object tracking. In this category, multi-domain convolutional neural networks (MDNet) [31] directly trains CNN with tracking datasets to achieve universal target representation capability but the speed at 1fps. Fully-convolutional Siamese network (SiamFC) [32] tracks target via comparing the target image patch with the candidate patches in a search region and achieves amazing speed. More recently, dynamic Siamese (Dsiam) [33] improved the SiamFC by a fast transformation learning model and the Siamese region proposal network (SiamRPN) [34] improves the positioning accuracy by using box refinement procedure. End-to-end representation tracking based correlation filters (CFNet) [35] and convolutional residual tracker (CREST) [36] add a CF layer based on the SiamFC structure and interpret CF as a differentiable CNN layer, which also have a certain performance improvement. Observed that features from different CNN layers are suitable for different scenes, our tracker discards the unreliable models and adaptively combine the remaining reliable models to track the target. This is the main difference between our tracker and other methods [18] - [20] .
C. ATTENTION-BASED TRACKING
Attention mechanisms are motivated by human visual perception. These methods have spread to other areas such as image classification [37] , pose estimation [38] . Much effort has been made to introduce visual attention to object tracking.
Attention-modulated visual tracking (SCT) [39] gives high weights to the features inferred as target by applying the attention weight map. Choi et al. [40] proposed an attentional correlation filter network to adaptively select the associated correlation filters models, which reduces the computing burden. Discriminative correlation filter with channel and spatial reliability tracker (CSR-DCF) [41] adds the segmentation mask into the training process of filters and the learned filters can select the parts suitable for tracking. Flow correlation tracking [42] method employs spatial-temporal attention mechanism in end-to-end network to weight feature maps in the stage of adaptive aggregation. Residual attentional Siamese network (RASNet) tracker [43] uses three attentions incorporated in Siamese network to weight the feature channel, which improves the discriminative ability of algorithm. Zhang et al. [44] developed a boolean map obtained by uniformly thresholding the channels of HOG and raw color features and can effectively separate the foreground from the background. Later, Zhang et al. [45] proposed parallel attentive correlation tracking, which introduces boolean map representation and distractor-resilient metric regularization into the CF learning. In contrast to attention mechanisms mentioned above, in our work, we firstly obtain the spatial attention weight map (SAWM) by using color histograms. To remove the boundary discontinuities of SAWM, the SAWM is multiplied by a cosine window to form SAM. The newly formed SAM can differently weight the features and suppress the background interferences in advance.
D. ENSEMBLE-BASED TRACKING
Ensemble tracking algorithms combine multiple estimation results to predict target position, which have been developed greatly in the past decades. Lee et al. [46] proposed multiple trackers using different kind of feature descriptors to track target and selected the optimal tracker by analyzing their forward and backward trajectories. Zhang et al. proposed multiexpert entropy minimization (MEEM) [47] which chose the best prediction from past model set by entropy criterion. Long-term correlation tracker (LCT) [48] uses three correlation filters for translation, scale, confidence estimation respectively and a random forest for re-detection, achieving superior performance. Multi-cue correlation filters tracker (MCCT) [49] constructs multiple tracking experts via combining different features and chooses the best reliable outputs according to final robustness score of expert. Parallel tracking and verifying (PTAV) [50] composed of a tracker model and a verifier model, both of which run in parallel but collaborate together. By considering the consistency and correlation between different trackers, Gao et al. [51] proposed a symbiotic tracker ensemble framework which can effectively combine the tracking results. In our work, we construct multiple independent ECF models and each one is trained with deep features from one layer of CNN. Then, our algorithm chooses reliable models for tracking by discarding the unreliable one. 
III. OUR APPROACH
A. OVERVIEW Figure 1 shows the overall scheme of our proposed algorithm. For the coming frame, the search region centered at the estimated position of the previous frame is cropped and fed into the pre-trained model VGGNet-19 [52] for feature extraction. With respect to the extracted multi-layer deep features, in the traditional algorithm, they are usually multiplied by the cosine window, and then convolved with the filters to obtain the response maps. However, they do not exclude background interference from the extracted features, which will affect the precise localization in the detection phase. Different from these algorithms, we apply a spatial attention map (SAM) to weight the extracted hierarchical convolutional features to form the attentional features. Then, the attentional features from each layer are convolved with the corresponding ECF model to generate response map. This way can suppress the background features beforehand and ensure a robust target response. There are multiple ECF models in our approach and multiple response maps will be generated. Instead of weighting all response maps to infer the target position, we present a multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism to measure the confidence of response map of each ECF model by PSR criterion, thereby adaptively selecting the output of reliable models for adaptive weighted combination. The target position will be predicted in the final response map formed by reliable ECF models, which can further improve the tracking stability by removing the unreliable response map. As for the scale estimation of target, we follow the same strategy in [11] . Finally, we use proposed adaptive updating strategy to update the SAM and ECF models. Algorithm 1 presents the main steps of our approach in detail.
B. THE CALCULATION OF SAM
Cosine window has been widely exploited in DCF-based trackers such as Ref. [7] , [11] , [18] to suppress the boundary effect. It can set the pixel value near the boundary of input image patch to zero and put more emphasis near the center of target. Cosine window can also suppress the background information, but it is only effective for background information near image boundary. For the targets with irregular shapes or hollow centers, background information will inevitably be introduced. Cosine window can't suppress it well. In our work, we propose a spatial attention map (SAM) to suppress the background information. SAM is obtained by the element-wise product of spatial attention weight map (SAWM) and a cosine window.
1) SPATIAL ATTENTION WEIGHT MAP
Spatial attention weight map (SAWM) is obtained by calculating histogram-based per-pixel in the search region centered at the estimated target position. We use I to denote the input search region. R o is the rectangular object region (i.e. bounding box) of I and R s is its surrounding region. For the coming frame, i.e. the t-th frame, we adopt color histogram based Bayes classifier [53] to differentiate object pixels x ∈ R o (R o ⊂ R o ) from background in the input search region I . The object foreground probability at position x can be obtained by Bayes rule as follows:
where b x represents the bin b of color histogram given to pixel x. In Eq. (1), the prior probability can be approximately calculated as follows:
where |R o | and |R s | denote the number of pixels in region R o and R s . In general,P(b x |x ∈ R o ) and P(b x |x ∈ R s ) can be estimated directly by the color histogram below: 
The probability of the pixel x belonging to the object foreground is defined as its attentional weight. The spatial attention weight map (SAWM) w is formed by computing the probability of pixel x in region I . To adapt to the changing target appearance, H R o t (b x ) and H R s t (b x ) of the t-th frame are updated with a conservative learning rate by Eq. (18) and used for the target probability prediction of the next frame.
In order to avoid too many zero values in SAWM, we normalize the spatial attentional weights and the normalized weights are clamped by 0.1. Therefore, the weights in the SAWM are estimated by:
2) COSINE WINDOW Cosine window gradually reduces the pixel values near the edge to zero and puts more emphasis near the center. A cosine window is used as follows:
where (a, b) has its origin at the left-top corner and it enlarges as going to right-bottom. M and N denote the width and height of extracted feature maps.
3) SPATIAL ATTENTION MAP
In tracking, SAWM may be noisy and the probabilities of the boundary pixels in SAWM are not close to zero. In order to give more weight to the pixels near the center. SAWM is multiplied with the cosine window to form the spatial attention map (SAM) which is calculated by:
where is the element-wise product. SAM not only can suppress the boundary effect as a cosine window but also can give higher weights to the pixels referred as target. The visualization of SAWM and SAM is shown in Figure 2 . 
where is the kernel width, and denotes the shifted positions. An optimal correlation filter h * in the k-th convolutional layer can be obtained by minimizing the following the cost function: 
where G and F represent the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of g and f , respectively, and the bar () indicates complex conjugation. The filter H d is updated by Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) in tracking.
In detection stage, the search region is cropped for tracking target and the features z of size M × N × D are extracted from the search region. In our work, to identify distractive region and suppress it beforehand, the attentional featuresz is obtained by element-wise multiplication between SAM and every feature map of z. Thus, each attentional feature map of z in the k-th convolutional layer is calculated by:
The response map of correlation filter in the k-th layer can be obtained by:
where F −1 denotes the inverse DFT operator.Z is discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the attentional featuresz. The responses generated by applying correlation filters to the attentional features can reduce the background response values in response map and make the target response more robust. The tracked target position in the next frame can be inferred by searching the maximum value in the response map y k . In this work, a correlation filter based on deep features extracted from one convolutional layer is considered as an elementary correlation filter (ECF) model. ECF1, ECF2 and ECF3 are constructed by the features from con3-4, conv4-4 and conv5-4 of VGGNet-19, respectively. We denote T = {ECF1, ECF2, ECF3} as ECF model set. R 1 , R 2 and R 3 are response maps which are generated by applying ECF1, ECF2 and ECF3 to the corresponding attentional features respectively. We denote V = {R 1 , R 2 , R 3 } as response map set.
D. MULTI-MODEL ADAPTIVE RESPONSE FUSION
We use multiple ECF models trained in different convolutional layers to track targets independently. It is reasonable to combine reliable ECF models for tracking. The features in different layers of CNN have different strengths and weaknesses. HCF [18] construct multi-level correlation filters by multi-hierarchical convolutional features and the target location is predicted by weighted fusion of multilevel DCF response maps. However, the weighted fusion of these response maps may sometimes be unstable due to deep features at different levels master different tracking challenging and some of them may fail for some challenging factors. Therefore, in our work, we design a multi-model fusion adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism which can adaptively select reliable ECF models for tracking in each frame.
1) RELIABILITY EVALUATION OF ECF MODEL
In tracking algorithms based on DCF, the target position is predicted by searching the maximum response value in response map. In ideal response map, the response value of target is much larger than that of the non-target. In this case, the tracking result is reliable, and the fluctuation of the response map is not very significant. However, in practice, target tracking is often disturbed by many challenges such as illumination variations, complex background, etc. These unfavorable factors may make the peak values of non-target in the response map close to or even exceed the peak value of the target. This will also lead to violent fluctuations in response map. The fluctuation of response map can reflect the confidence degree of tracking results. In our work, we utilize the Peak to Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) to measure the fluctuation of response map of each ECF model. The PSR is a measurement of the ratio of peak strength of the main lobe to the strongest sidelobe and can be defined as:
where max(R i ) denote the maximum response value in the response map of each ECF model. µ i and σ i are the mean and standard deviation of the sidelobe. PSR can reflect the confidence level of tracked target by measuring the fluctuated degree of response map of each ECF model. The PSR will decrease when the response map fluctuates violently, it indicates tracking results is interfered by some challenging factors. There is a certain correlation between the PSR scores of ECF models and the tracking results. In other words, the larger the PSR value is, the more reliable the tracking result is.
2) THE SELECTION OF ECF MODELS
It is effective to remove bad tracking results before fusion because they may affect the quality of tracking. Take MotorRolling sequence as an example, Figure 3(a) shows the bounding boxes of three ECF models in 15-th, 35-th, 75-th, 102-th and 121-th frame. Figure 3(b) shows the PSR scores of three ECF models in each frame. The ECF1 model with cyan bounding box drifts in the 15-th frame and ECF3 model with blue bounding box has a large tracking drift in 35-th frame. They achieve the lowest PSR scores in corresponding frames, respectively. The output PSR score of each ECF model reflects the reliability of their tracking result. Instead of the directly fusing multiple response maps in previous trackers, we firstly need to detect the unreliable model by analyzing the fluctuations of their response maps. The index of unreliable model can be found as follows:
Therefore, i * is the index of unreliable models that need to be eliminated, and the remaining reliable ECF models in set T are selected for the final position prediction.
3) FINAL RESULT FUSION
In our work, the response maps of the reliable models are used for final result fusion. To properly choose the weights for the selected response maps, we consider the confidences of response maps. We give larger weight for the response map with the highest PSR score because it is more reliable, and empirically decrease the weight parameter by half for the response map with the second highest PSR score. The final fusion result t in current frame is obtained via the adaptive weighted combination of the selected response maps as follows:
where u i is a mapping function that returns the model index where the PSR score ranks number i in remaining ECF models. The final target position p t = (m,n) is obtained by inferring the maximum response value in t and inferred as follows:
The SAM is composed of SAWM and cosine window and the update of SAM is mainly depends on SAWM. SAWM is obtained by computing the object pixel probability based on color histogram of search region and updated by foreground histogram H R o and background histogram H R s . In order to adapt to the changing appearance of target in tracking, we use linear interpolation method to update these foreground and background histogram as follows:
where η 1 is the learning rate of the foreground and background color histogram and t is the frame index.
2) UPDATES OF ECF MODELS
An optimal filter on k-th convolutional layer is obtained by minimizing the output error over all training patches. However, it is time consuming for online learning because of involving d ×d linear system of equations per pixel. To obtain a robust approximation, in practice, we update the numerator A k t and denominator B k of H d t , respectively:
where η 2 is the learning rate. In the updating stage, all ECF models select the same samples around the refined tracking location to update and share the same search region. In object tracking, it is easy to learn the wrong background information when updating occurs in each frame, thus causing incorrect tracking. In our approach, model update is decided by evaluating the tracking results of multiple ECF models. We use PSR to evaluate the response maps of multiple ECF models in each frame. PSR can reflect the tracking quality of each ECF model by measuring fluctuation degree of response map. In order to synthetically reflect the tracking quality of current frame, we consider the average PSR scores of multiple ECF models in each frame and it is defined as follows:
where PSR t ave is the average PSR scores in the t-th frame. It is associated with the PSR scores of each model and will decrease to a smaller value when undergoing large appearance changes. We compute its historical average values as threshold as follows:
It is worth mentioning that the updates of SAM and ECF models are performed in the t-th frame only when the average PSR score is greater than its historical average values with certain ratio, i.e.PSR t ave > β · PSR t thres . β is the reliability ratio threshold.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
This section summarizes an extensive experimental evaluation of our proposed algorithm. We first analyze proposed algorithm with the improvements from attentional weight map (SAM), multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) and adaptive updating strategy on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 datasets. Then we compare our algorithm with 12 most related and advanced trackers on two datasets.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Our experiments are performed in MATLAB R2015b on a computer with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-6700K 4.00 GHz CPU. The deep features are extracted from VGGNet-19 [47] by utilizing MatConvNet toolbox. The specific settings of the algorithm parameters are as follows: The regularization parameter λ is set to 0.0001. The learning rate η 1 and η 2 are both set to 0.01. The kernel width σ is set to 0.1. The reliability ratio threshold β is set to 0.68. The speed of our tracker is about 1.2 fps.
2) DATASETS
To fully verify the tracking robustness and accuracy of the proposed algorithm, we implement comparative experiments on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 datasets. OTB-2013 has 50 sequences and 51 targets. OTB-2015 has 98 sequence and 100 targets. The two datasets contains 11 common challenging scenarios in tracking, including illumination variation (IV), scale changes (SV), occlusion (OCC), deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion (FM), in-plane rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), out-of-view (OV), background clutters(BC), low resolution (LR).
3) EVALUATION METRICS
We employ precision and success rate to measure the performance of proposed algorithm and follow one-pass evaluation protocol introduced in OTB. The precision of a tracker is defined as the proportion of frames where the center location error (CLE) is within a certain threshold. The success rate is expressed as the proportion of frames where the overlap rate between ground truth and tracked bounding box is larger than the given threshold.
B. EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS OF OUR APPROACH 1) IMPACTS OF SAM
We conduct the experiments to show the effectiveness of SAM, which are shown in Table 1 . Baseline+cos represents that ECF3, ECF2 and ECF1 models are fused, and only incorporating cosine window. In addition, the weights assigned to ECF models are 1, 0.5 and 0.25, respectively. Baseline+SAWM represents that we replace cosine window with SAWM. Baseline+SAM means using SAM. From the results in Table 1 , the performance of Baseline+SAWM is the worst. Compared with Baseline+cos, it can be found that the Baseline+SAM achieves a 1.4% improvement in accuracy and a 0.3% improvement in success rate on OTB-2013. Meanwhile, Baseline+SAM achieves a performance gain of 3.9% in precision and 2.7% in success rate on OTB-2015. 
2) IMPACTS OF MULTI-MODEL ADAPTIVE RESPONSE FUSION
To further investigate the effectiveness of proposed multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism, we perform the comparison experiments based on SAM by considering the numbers of ECF modes selected, various ECF model combinations and the weights for reliable ECF models. We first use three ECF models to construct different model combinations. As shown in Figure 4 , ECF1, ECF2, ECF3, ECF3+ECF2, ECF3+ECF1, ECF2+ECF1, ECF3+ECF2+ECF1 represent that the various combinations of ECF models. There are seven kinds of model combinations. All ECF model combinations incorporate SAM but without multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism. MAF_1 represents that we use multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism to adaptively select one ECF model to track the target. MAF_SW_2 indicates that we use MAF mechanism to adaptively fuse two reliable ECF models for tracking and their fusion weights are fixed. While MAF_AW_2 represents that we select two reliable ECF models to fuse and adaptively assign the weights to ECF models according their PSR scores. From the experimental results shown in Figure 4 , the performances of MAF_1, MAF_SW_2 and MAF_AW_2 are better than various ECF model combinations, which show the effectiveness of multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF). MAF_1 and MAF_SW_2 achieves the same precision, but MAF_1 outperform MAF_SW_2 by 1.7% in success rate. MAF_AW_2 outperforms MAF_1 and MAF_SW_2 in precision and success rate obviously, which illustrates that it is effective to adaptively assign the corresponding weight to the selected ECF according to their reliabilities. In our work, we select two reliable ECF models to fuse and the weights are adaptively assigned to them according their PSR scores. Table 2 shows the effectiveness study of adaptive updating strategy in our proposed method on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 datasets. OTB-2015 contains more challenging sequences, making tracking more difficult. Our final algorithm incorporates adaptive updating strategy to the MAF_AW_2. From the results of Table 2 , the proposed adaptive updating strategy has few impact on OTB-2013. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 4. Effectiveness study of proposed multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) on OTB-2013. ECF1, ECF2, ECF3, ECF3+ECF2, ECF3+ECF1, ECF3+ECF2+ECF1 represent that the various combinations of ECF models, respectively. MAF_1 represents that we use multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism to select one ECF model for tracking. MAF_SW_2 indicates that we use MAF mechanism to adaptively select two reliable ECF models for fixed weighted fusion. MAF_AW_2 represent that we adaptively select two reliable ECF models for adaptive weighted fusion. However, on OTB-2015 dataset, compared to MAF_AW_2, our final tracker achieves a performance gain of 1.1% in precision and 0.6% in success rate. It illustrates that our adaptive updating strategy can further boost the tracker performance. As for the reliability ratio threshold β, we firstly perform the experiments on coarse range from 0.5 to 1. Then, we approximately estimate the fine range of the threshold from 0.6 to 0.8, and finally compare the experimental results of different values by substituting the values in the fine range to determine the optimal threshold. As shown in Figure 5 , it can be found that the experimental result is the best when the ratio is 0.68.
3) IMPACTS OF ADAPTIVE UPDATING STRATEGY

C. STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPARISON
We evaluate the proposed approach with 12 state-of-the-art trackers on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015. These trackers can be divided into three categories. (1) Ensemble-based trackers: MEEM [46] , LCT [47] . (2) DCF-based trackers: MCPF [5] , SRDCF [13] , Staple [25] . (3) CNN-based trackers: HCF [18] , HDT [20] , DeepSRDCF [28] , C-COT [29] , SiamRPN [34] , CFNet [35] , CREST [36] .
1) QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
We compare the results of the trackers mentioned above with our tracker on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the evaluation results of all trackers on two datasets. We can note that the proposed tracker shows excellent performance compared to the other advanced methods on precision and success rate. Specifically, our tracker performs best with precision of 93.4% and success rate of 71.1% on OTB-2013. The performances of all compared algorithms have decreased on OTB-2015 dataset including more challenging sequences, but our tracker is still better than them in two evaluation metrics and achieves the precision of 90.5% and success rate of 68.3%.
2) ATTRIBUTE-BASED EVALUATION
To comprehensively evaluate the accuracy and robustness of our tracker in various challenging scenes, the tracking results of all compared tracker are parameterized by 11 attributes on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015. In order to express clearly, the precisions and success rates of the seven trackers with good performances on 11 challenging factors on OTB-2013 are shown in the Figure 8 . While Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the attribute-based evaluations of all compared trackers on OTB-2015. From the results of two datasets, the following observations can be obtained. Our tracker have superior performance against the other methods in the presence of IV, OPR, DEF, MB, IPR and BC. In particular, our tracker is obviously superior to other trackers in handling BC, IPR and OPR, which can indicates SAM are more effective to distinguish targets from distractive regions. Moreover, the outstanding results for the attributes of DEF and IV show that our tracker can adapt different challenging scenes by the multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism. Secondly, adaptive updating strategy is also an important reason to improve the adaptability of our algorithm to these appearance changes. Figure 11 shows some tracking results of our tracker and other five trackers including SRDCF [13] , CFNet [35] , HDT [20] , HCF [18] and SiamRPN [34] on ten challenging sequences. In short, our tracker can localize the target more accurately. On the Biker sequence, the target rotates out of the image plane in the 87-th frame. SRDCF, HDT, SiamRPN and HCF lose the target in this frame. However, our tracker can catch the target. When the Board sequence exists FM, MB and SV, HCF, HDT and our algorithm can always track the target and keep accuracy in tracking, but other methods have drifted. HCF and HDT perform not well inCar4 and Trellis_1 sequences with IV and SV. However, our tracker performs well, which mainly attributes to our multi-model adaptive fusion mechanism. For the CarScale sequence with SV, OCC and FM, although our tracker cannot completely mark the target, the performance of our tracker is much better than other compared algorithms. In addition, our tracker is expert in handling IRP and OPR (Dragonbaby, Kitesurf, Lemming) because of the proposed SAM. With respect to the most challenging MotorRollingsequence with BC, IV and FB, other five methods show inferior tracking but our tracker can handles the present situation.
3) QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose an accurate and robust tracking algorithm based on spatial attention map (SAM) and multi-model adaptive fusion strategy. SAM is formed by the element-wise product between spatial attention weight map (SAWM) based on color histogram and cosine window. The background regions can be identified and suppressed in advance by applying the SAM to the input features from the search region. In addition, our proposed multi-model adaptive response fusion (MAF) mechanism is simple but effective, which can combine the outputs from reliable models to refine the tracking results. Finally, to prevent introducing false background information when incorrect tracking appears, we evaluate the tracking quality in current frame by considering the difference of tracking results and adaptively update the SAM and ECF modes. The extensive experimental results on OTB-2013 and OTB-2015 demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of our tracker in comparison with other 12 state-of-the-art trackers. VOLUME 7, 2019 
